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THE CORONA THEOREM AS AN OPERATOR THEOREM1

C. F. SCHUBERT

Abstract. We provide a short proof of a theorem of W. B. Arveson in

operator theory. The conclusion of this theorem is the same as that of the

Corona Theorem but the hypotheses are operator theoretic. Our proof yields

an exact value for the constant involved. We also comment on this theorem

as a new approximation problem.

If //°° denotes the bounded analytic functions on the unit disk D, then

Carleson's Corona Theorem [2] states that given/,, ...,/„ E H°° there exist

gx,...,g„EHx such that S^g = 1 if and only if for some e > 0, 2j\fj(z)\2

> e for all z E D. Carleson also gives an upper bound for each of

| g,|,. .., | gn\. In [1] W. B. Arveson has proved a theorem in operator theory

whose conclusion is similar to that of the Corona Theorem but with different

bounds on |g,|, . . ., \gn\, since the hypotheses are operator theoretic. To

state and prove this theorem we shall need the elementary facts about

Toeplitz operators that we review below; see also [3, Chapters 6, 7].

Let L2 and L°° be, respectively, the spaces of square integrable and

essentially bounded functions on the unit circle with norms || • || and || • H^. If

P denotes the orthogonal projection of L2 onto the subspace of functions

whose Fourier series contain only nonnegative powers of e'9, then we may

identify the usual Hardy space H2 with PL2 and identify H°° with H2 n L°°.

Every <p E L°° generates a bounded operator Mv on L2 by M^u = cpw for all

u E L2 and for this operator ||MJ| = \\<p\\x. Every <¡p E H°° generates an

analytic Toeplitz operator on H2 by Tu = <pu for all u E H2 and again

\\TJ = IISPlL- When both'tp and $ are in H*> then 7^ = TJ^ = T+Tv. For
the particular case \¡/(z) = z, denote Tz by 5, then T^S = ST^ and S is an

isometry, in fact a unilateral shift of multiplicity one on H2. Finally if the

conjugate of Tv is T*, then 7£ = PM^H2. With these preliminaries out of

the way, the result that we prove is the following.

Theorem. ///,,...,/„ E //°°, then there exist g,, . . . , gn E //°° satisfying

^jfjgj = 1 and such that

(1) 2l*(*)la.<*~2   forallzED
j
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if and only if

(2) 2 \\T*uf> 82\\ut   for all uE H2.
j

The statement of this Theorem differs from Theorem 6.3 of [1] only in that

5 ~2 appears in the inequality (1) where Arveson would have 16«35 -6 when

ll/lloo < 1 for each i. It is easy to see that the estimate of (1) is sharp by

choosing say /, = 1, f2 =,...,=/„ = 0. Our proof is quite distinct in that

we deduce the theorem from a lifting theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foias [5].

Proof of the Theorem. Let H2 he the product of « copies of H2 with the

usual product norm and inner product. Let A : H2 —> H2 he defined by

Au = ~2jTjUj, where u = («,, . . . , un) E H2, and S as an operator on H2 be

defined by S(ux, . . . , u„) = (Sux, . . . , Su„). Then SA = AS and so <&(A),

the range of A, is invariant under S. Also the conjugate of A, A*, is given by

A*v = (TJv, ..., 7|») and satisfies S*A* = A*S*.

Now suppose that (2) is satisfied; then ||^*ü||2 > £2||u||2 for all v E H2. In

particular, tfl(A*) is a closed subspace of H2 and on this subspace A*~x

exists and is bounded, ||/1*-1|| < 8~x and A*~XS* = SA*~l. Now S* on H2

is a co-isometric extension of S* on tfl(A*) while 5"* on H2 is itself a

co-isometry. Thus by the lifting theorem of [5] or Theorem 5 of [4], there

exists an operator /: H2 -> H2 such that J'S* = S*J', J'\<3l(A*) = A*~\

and \\J'\\ = \\A*-X\\ < <5-1. With J = J'*, we then have that JS = 57,

11/11 < 8~x and AJ = /. Since any operator on H2 which commutes with 51 is

an analytic Toeplitz operator [4], we deduce from the first of the above facts

that there exist functions gx, . . . , gn E Hx such that Jc = (T v, . . . , Tgv)

for all v G H2. From the second fact we obtain

2|*;(*)|2< ess sup 2|g,(^)|2 = ||/||2< 8-\
j J

and finally from the identity AJ = / we obtain

j J '

or iZjfjgj = 1.

Conversely, assuming that gx,. . . , gn G //°° satisfy both S^g, = 1 and

(1), it is easy to prove (2) with «-1S2 in place of 82 by elementary manip-

ulations with the identity / = 2yF*7}*. To prove (2) as stated, more care is

necessary. Let Q = I — P (here / is the identity on L2); then for all u G H2
and alltp,, . . . , <p„ G //°°,

2 \\T¡uf = 2 \\PMfuf = 2 \\Mfuf-\\QMfuf
J j j

= 2 \\Mju\f-\\QMf¡+vuf>^ llM^f-HM^-ull2.j j
Thus
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(3) 2 \\T¡uf> ¿ £*{ 2 \fj\2-]fj + a,f}|M|2 d0.

Choosing y = - 82gj, where g„ . . . , g„ E //2 and satisfy (1), and 2^g7 = 1,

this inequality becomes

> ô2^- (2"\u\2d0 > 82\\uf,
2tr Jq   '  ' "  "

as required.

(3) can be written as 2y|| 7fu\\2 > A2\\u\\2 for all u E H2, where

A2 - sup ess inf   2 \f/ ~ \fj + Vjf

and the supremum is taken over all <p,, . . . , <p„ E Hx. If a positive lower

bound for A could be found when 1j\fj\2 > e > 0 and/,, ...,/„ E //°°, then

the Theorem of this paper could be used to give another proof of the Corona

Theorem. Estimation of A does not seem to be easy in any case of use for this

purpose.

For n = 1, it is easy to establish that A2 = e, for we need only put

(¡d = - ||/~'||^2/in (3). For n > 1 the estimation of A can be changed into an

approximation problem of independent interest. Choose h, Fx, . . . , Fn E

H00, h outer and such that / = hFj for / = 1, . . . , n, and on \z\ = 1,

2j\fj\2 = \h\2 (this is possible). Then 2j\Fj\2 = 1 on \z\ = 1 and \h\2 > e for all

z E D. Using the result just given for n = 1, and the preceding discussion, we

have for all u E H2,

l\\Tfy\\2=2\\T¡:T*Fu\\2> *2||7>,«ll2> EaH2'
j j j

where

o = sup ess inf | 5] \F\   - IF + <p.|   \
v     M-i   i j I

= 1 - inf ess sup ]£ |/^ - g-| ,
8 M-i y

and the infimum is taken over all g,, . . . , g„, such that g,, . . . , g„ E H°°.

Thus the estimation of o and, hence, A becomes a question of estimating the

best simultaneous approximation on \z\ = 1 of Fx, . . . , Fn by functions

g,, . . . , g„ whose complex conjugates are in H°°. Not only does such an

estimate lead to a proof of the Corona Theorem, but also that theorem yields

such an estimate.
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